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Background
CatMoon is an international community of crypto enthusiasts

united by their love for cats, with a goal to the shake up the dog-

dominated meme coin scene with their own community-driven

cryptocurrency.

Community is the core element of the CatMoon project by design,

which is why the developers chose to fair launch the token rather

than holding a private sale: the fair launch allowed open

distribution of tokens between entirely unrelated individuals and

gave every holder a sense of equal partnership and a great

incentive for personal involvement.



Token
Contract Address

0xB9A32D637C197bcd29B4D524B942657182DBe1BB

Total Token Supply

100,000,000,000,000,000 – 100 quadrillion

Initial Distribution

50% burned

50% seeded as liquidity to the PancakeSwap pair

Token Links

BscScan

https://bscscan.com/token/0xb9a32d637c197bcd29b4d

524b942657182dbe1bb

50% liquidity seed TX

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x07cbdfef7d9cb5dbb2305f2b

926c7d6851e2c5a9c8d8724c80f4ef653bb23759

Ownership renouncement

https://bscscan.com/tx/0xb8e82d39e263daa88449a65

cd08760159185a10876794bec94186eca6a32e1ef

100% LP burn

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x4f97878f9146627166e5c2ee

4d66bbee31cda158068a0361834871910a435cea

Tech audit

https://github.com/TechRate/Smart-Contract-

Audits/blob/main/December/CatMoonCoin.com%20Full

%20Smart%20Contract%20Security%20Audit.pdf

https://bscscan.com/token/0xb9a32d637c197bcd29b4d524b942657182dbe1bb
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x07cbdfef7d9cb5dbb2305f2b926c7d6851e2c5a9c8d8724c80f4ef653bb23759
https://bscscan.com/tx/0xb8e82d39e263daa88449a65cd08760159185a10876794bec94186eca6a32e1ef
https://bscscan.com/tx/0x4f97878f9146627166e5c2ee4d66bbee31cda158068a0361834871910a435cea
https://github.com/TechRate/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/December/CatMoonCoin.com%20Full%20Smart%20Contract%20Security%20Audit.pdf


Redistribution
10% of every transaction is immediately redistributed to discourage

swing trading and to support various aspects of the project.

Instant Holder Rewards

2% is proportionately distributed between holder 

wallets in real time to reward holders.

Automatic Burn

2% is sent to the burn wallet, taking those tokens 

out of circulation forever, making the remaining  

tokens more valuable by increasing scarcity.

Smart Marketing

3% is automatically converted to BNB to be used 

for social marketing purposes.

Continued Development

Another 3% in BNB is collected to fund product 

development.



Roadmap
The roadmap remains a living document evolving with the project,

with new objectives being added as progress is made.

Phase 1: Ignition

Phase 2: Lift Off

Focus on building a core community of 1000 members and listing

on essential token trackers.

After 1000 members, work on the metaverse app begins along with

the first NFT collection. Towards the end of the phase the social

media brand is launched, sharing community-provided cat pics and

videos all day every day, making CatMoon a whole new class of its

own among meme coins.



Roadmap
Phase 3: Orbit

Phase 4: The Moon

After 10000 members, the earliest version of the metaverse app is

launched, CEX listing options are evaluated, and charity programs

begin. CatMoon’s donations will go towards animal shelters and

wildlife preservation projects.

At 20000 members and 100000 holders, the marketing tax is

dropped to 0% in favor of more redistribution and burn.

An in-house incubator is funded to bring the ideas of the

community members to life, and an entirely new roadmap is drawn

to take the project to the future.



Connect
Get on board at this early stage and be a part of a highly ambitious 

crypto project and a lovely cat community. Find out more on 

CatMoon website and socials.

DISCLAIMER

None of the information on this

document should be considered legal

or financial advice. CatMoonCoin.com

Smart Contract has no owner and

CatMoonCoin.com is maintained by a

team of volunteers. The team cannot

be held responsible for any losses,

profits, or taxes you may incur.

Investing in cryptocurrency is akin to

being a venture capital investor.

Please do extensive research before

purchasing any cryptocurrencies and

do not invest more than you can

afford to lose. CatMoonCoin team

welcomes everyone to inspect the

smart contract.

https://twitter.com/catmooncoin
https://t.me/catmooncoin
https://www.reddit.com/r/catmooncoin/
https://www.catmooncoin.com/?utm_source=whitepaper&utm_medium=v030

